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Les J

on
03/02/2024




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Problem brought the P32 to the range it would not fire. I have another P32 and it still runs like a champ. The new P32 will not even put a mark on the primer.Yes it was new factory ammo. 











Norman H

on
12/12/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!
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Love how concealable this pistol is weather in my pocket or on my waist it is not visible and of course buds has the best prices. 











Frank M

on
10/15/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent pistol. Outstanding service 











James B

on
05/04/2023




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I want to like these little guys sooooo bad. I have read where others swear by them, but unfortunately that has not been my experience. First, it took me a while to figure out that the only way I can keep them cycling properly and minimize failures is to load them with the hottest ammo I can find (Fiocchi). Then, the added recoil has caused them to bite my trigger finger. I have come home from the range with my trigger finger bleeding from the bites. I've read where others have filed some off of the trigger, and that has helped. As soon as I can get to Lowe's and buy the proper file and sandpaper, I'll probably try that too. Woe is me and my P-32s. Maybe I'll get then straightened out one day. 











Eric H

on
04/03/2023




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










So I purchased this back in Feb of 2022 and took it out once to test it out. I only ran a box of 50 through it and had several malfunctions, keep in mind this was most likely due to it breaking in. Others have had no issues at all which is great and I would say if it becomes more reliable as time goes on I would trust it as it is the smallest and lightest pocket pistol I have owned. 











James T

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










nice pistol, accurate easy on the hands with recoil 











Jacob L

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Quick shipping from Bud’s to my FFL. I brought the P32 to my local range and ran 250 rounds of assorted .32acp ball ammo through the pistol without a hiccup. Much easier to control than the .380 LCP and much smaller than my S&W J frames. Accuracy was good despite the small sights and long trigger pull. Controlled shots at 25 yards on a 1’x1’ plate were repeatable. Fit and finish isn’t as great as the LCP, but the last round slick lock back is great. In a backup pistol role this thing will do just fine. 











Robert C

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










KEL-TEC CNC P-32 P-32 7+1 .32 ACP 2.7" Wow so light weight. Easy to conceal. Upon arrival i gave the firearm a good cleaning and oiled. This little firearm has hardly any recoil. I also changed the guide rod to a metal rod for better reliability. My wife wants one now. I carry this firearm when i wear cargo shorts. Some say the 32acp is not the best for personal protection. I believe shot placement is the key. Thanks Budsgun for the smooth order and delivery process. 











Warren P

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent carry gun. It is easily concealed. Getting ammo was a bit challenging. I finally found some at a local gun show. Service from Bud's was great. 











Henry M

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this in 2015 for deep conceal / back up carry. Bud's had the best prices and great customer service. It's obviously for up close use given the very short sight radius and nubby sights. Carry it in an Uncle Mike's Nylon Open-Top Inside-The-Pocket Holster. Love the ability to carry w/ zero-print in front pocket when a larger IWB carry gun is not an option. 











Caleb Arnold A

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Really a outstanding firearm. I enjoy it weighing about 6 oz, you can carry it and almost forget about it. It has cycled and fired European ammunition flawlessly. I've only shot European ammo because they have the better case dimensions to avoid rim lock. I also purchased from buds a clip that works great on the pocket. 











Christopher M

on
04/21/2022




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










It works. The downside is the trigger on this thing. It's like all cheap guns and has a long trigger pull but that is an understatement for the P32. It's so long if I had to shoot it a suspect, they could run across the room and never get hit. Partnered with a small trigger guard, I have come to the conclusion that I could never carry this for personal defense. Which is a bummer because I wanted a cheap ankle pistol. The search continues.. as always Buds is/was the best. 











Wesley J

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent backup gun extremely delighted with this purchase extremely delighted with the service a pleasure to do business with Buds Gun Shop 











Grady H

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










purchased this Kel Tec 32 for my wife purse carry, she like it for it small size. 











Ted G

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










LOVE IT. very light easy to shoot. Whenever I first show it to somebody, they chuckle. After they shoot it, the expression on their face is priceless. It is my carry gun. 











Gerald R

on
10/08/2020




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










This one conceals very well but don't expect much in the way of sights and the trigger pull is very heavy. 











Ronald W

on
07/08/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very reliable and very lite, so lite in fact that it's possible that you may forget it's there! 











Charles W

on
04/08/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I just bought this gun - only 50 rounds through it thus far. I bought it for my wife as she complained her SR 22 was too big to carry in her yoga pants that I purchased that have built in carry pockets. This is a tiny pocket gun. Great reviews online, and I’m happy with it. It is double action only, so trigger control is of the utmost issue when placing rounds on target. Given a 32 ACP - she has stepped up her caliber and reports not an issue for her - although her elbow hurt a bit after shooting it - she broke her elbow in a rock climbing fall and we were shooting in the desert - due to Coronavirus shutting everything down here in Las Vegas - as a storm was brewing so this likely caused it more than this gun. As far as accuracy, seemed pretty accurate to us - definitely not going to take home awards at a competition but will definitely hit a human sized target approaching you. We have only tried one type of ammo - but no misreads, etc. Given the price - fantastic at Buds Guns, Kel Tec warranty And reputation, and especially that this gun weigh 6.6 oz empty - you can not go wrong and I recommend this gun. 











Robert S H

on
02/25/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased a 10rd extended grip magazine for this gun and had an opportunity about a week after I received the gun to do some practice at a local range. Because this was a new gun I took the time to clean and oil it before I went to the range. The break down is quick and easy and putting all together is even easier which makes cleaning the gun a very painless task. This is a very small gun but it packs a punch so don't let its small size fool you. Without the extended grip magazine this is a true pocket gun. However I think it would be difficult for most people to control well without the extended grip. (If you have strong wrists and grip then this won't be much of a problem) I use the extended grip magazine with mine and I felt so comfortable with the gun and the control I had over it. This is a great gun for someone with small hands or ladies who might not have the wrist strength needed with other guns. Even with the extended grip magazine this is a great concealed carry weapon.
I had no issues with hot brass coming back on me when it ejects the spent casing. I didn't experience any of the issues I have read others seem to be having with this gun. I know there is a break in period with these guns so I would recommend using FMJ rounds until after the break in. (about 100 rounds) I would also recommend that you take a little time to become familiar with the gun before you ever shoot it. Because it is a double action only it is easy to chamber a round but not actually cock it when you put a fresh clip in. This gun packs a punch but it doesn't have that sharp muzzle lift that make handling a small gun so difficult. (At least this is the case when using the extended grip magazine). I would highly recommend this to anyone looking for a small concealed carry or home defense weapon. 











Avery Y

on
02/14/2020




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I have about 100 rounds of blazer 71 gr. fmj ammo fired from this pistol no issues yet ran as expected far so good 











Colton L

on
07/16/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As with any Kel Tec, I polished up the feed ramp before shooting and it has been flawless with many different ammo types. Always be aware when you buy a Kel Tec that you will probably have to tinker with it a bit (polish feed ramp and sometimes barrel with Dremel and Mothers Mag polish) call it a fluff and buff, before it is completely reliable. After that it makes a great little pocket pistol. 











Daniel V

on
09/04/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this for my wife and daughter to shoot for less recoil but still some stopping power. Put 50 rounds thru and no mishaps of any sort and a good grouping . May get another one for myself to carry in the summer months or for a secondary. Fits in any pocket and can even carry when working on my property. So far very impressed and would encourage to buy for anyone that feels a 9mm or 380 is to much for them. My neighbors wife was much more comfortable shooting this than her 380. Pretty sure they’re getting one also. 











Terry D T

on
07/10/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I is jamming a lot. I have to send it back. 











Richard K

on
07/05/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This pistol is very easy to conceal, especially with the belt clip installed. Slips right in your pocket with clip hanging out the pocket. The P32 is surprisingly accurate and the 32ACP round's recoil is light. Can't beat the price. 











Thomas O

on
10/17/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was pleasantly surprised with this gun. I chose this gun for concealed carry. It is small enough that it fit in my pocket, so no need for a holster of any kind. It is also extremely light - perfect for a pocket pistol. I normally hate double action only pistols, but since I will be carrying it in my pocket, double action only is a very safe way to do so. Some would argue that a 32 is not powerful enough for self-protection, I would disagree. I am sure if someone were shot with it they would go down. And this 32 is so easy to carry, there is a better chance of me having it with me instead of leaving it at home, like I did with my .380 (because it required an uncomfortable holster to carry). And remember, a 32 ACP is much more powerful than the old 32 revolvers - which sort of made a bad name for the caliber, because they were really wimpy. So far this gun has fired every time without a single jam. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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